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 Patent portfolios grown over time tend to be intransparent and rather costly regardingࠉ
their upkeep. In particular, the cost-benefit ratio is often unclear.
 We support our clients in analyzing their patent portfolios by means of a special toolࠉ
we have created to that purpose. Each patent (application) is assessed with regard to its 
protection scope, possible flaws and workarounds. Furthermore, each patent (application) 
is classified according to our clients' company structures (e.g. market segments). We offer 
an advisory function that mainly includes determining our clients' strategic position for 
current and future markets, not only regionally but also technologically. This enables our 
clients to evaluate their actual strategic position and to adjust their patent portfolio 
accordingly. Thus, rather unimportant patents could for example be abandoned, licensed 
or sold, thereby reducing costs, and the patent portfolio could deliberately be strengthened 
in other, more important fields, e.g. by filing new applications or purchasing Intellectual 
Property rights.
 To this end, we cooperate with the Daub Right-Exchange ltd., a company offeringࠉ
services related to Intellectual Property rights exploitation. This company operates an 
internet platform (http : //right-exchange.com/en.html) for offering, purchasing and 
licensing Intellectual Property Rights. Furthermore, possible cooperations between 
interested partners are brokered by Daub Right Exchange ltd.
 This is how our team of highly-qualified Intellectual Property experts in cooperationࠉ
with our partner company helps effectively with utilizing the clients' resources and with 
ensuring the clients' future competitive edge in the best possible way.
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